
Obama, on the campaign trail, stands with folded hands
while Bill Richardson and Hillary Clinton honor the flag
by placing their hands over their heart during the National
Anthem. See Video (http://rawstory.com/news/2007
/Obama_doesnt_put_hand_over_heart_1022.html)

Barack Obama
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(Redirected from Obama)

Barack Hussein Obama II (born, allegedly in Honolulu,[1][2] August 4, 1961) is the 2008 nominee of the

Democratic Party for president.[3] Obama has served as a freshman Democratic Senator from Illinois since

2004. On August 23 he chose Senator Joseph Biden as his running mate. In 2007, Obama was rated the most

liberal Senator by the National Journal, who had rated Senator John Kerry the most liberal senator during his

presidential run as well.[4] If elected, Obama would become the first person having ties to a known terrorist to

gain control over America's atom bombs.[5][6]

Obama has not disclosed who really wrote his so-called

autobiography, "Dreams From My Father," but a

comparison of his speaking with that book indicates the

unlikelihood that he wrote it. In fact, a computer

analysis strongly suggests that Obama's friend, the

terrorist Bill Ayers, was the author of key parts of the

book.[7][8] Ayers admitted that he was "guilty as hell" in

planting bombs in the 1970s, and that he has no regrets

and felt he "should have done more."[9]

Catholic Archbishop Charles Chaput of Denver, where

Obama received his Democratic Party nomination,

recently criticized Obama as the "most committed"

abortion-supporting candidate "since the Roe v. Wade

abortion decision in 1973.[10] Obama said "the first

thing I'd do as president is sign the Freedom of Choice

Act."[11] That bill "would invalidate virtually all state

and federal limitations on abortion, and would make partial-birth abortion legal again."[12]

Obama and Islam

If elected, Obama would likely become the first Muslim President, and could use the Koran to be sworn into

office.[13][14] The overwhelming evidence that he is a Muslim includes:

Obama's background and education are Muslim, and fewer than 1% of Muslims convert to Christianity.
[15][16]

Obama's middle name means "a descendant of the Prophet Muhammad," which most Christians would not

retain.[17]

Obama recently referred to his "Muslim faith."[18]

Obama stated that the autobiography of Malcolm X, a Nation of Islam leader who became a Muslim,

inspired him in his youth.[19]
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Obama raised nearly $1 million and campaigned for a Kenyan presidential candidate who had a written

agreement with Muslim leaders promising to convert Kenya to an Islamic state that bans Christianity.[20]

Obama's claims of conversion to Christianity arose after he became politically ambitious, lacking a date of

conversion or baptism.[21]

On the campaign trail Obama has been reading "The Post-American World" by Fareed Zakaria,[22] which

is written from a Muslim point-of-view.[23]

Contrary to Christianity, the Islamic doctrine of taqiyya encourages adherents to deny they are Muslim if

it advances the cause of Islam.

Obama uses the Muslim Pakistani pronunciation for "Pakistan" rather than the common American

one.[24]

Many of Obama's statements about religion conflict with Christianity, leading one group to demonstrate

with a 7-part video series, "Why Barack Obama is Not a Christian."[25]

Obama was thoroughly exposed to Christianity as an adult in Chicago prior to attending law school, yet no
one at law school saw him display any interest in converting. Obama unabashedly explained how he

became "churched" in a 2007 speech: "It's around that time [while working as an organizer for the

Developing Communities Project (DCP) of the Calumet Community Religious Conference (CCRC) in
Chicago] that some pastors I was working with came around and asked if I was a member of a church. 'If

you're organizing churches,' they said, 'it might be helpful if you went to a church once in a while.' And I

thought, 'I guess that makes sense.'"[26]

Obama downplays his Islamic background by claiming that his Kenyan Muslim father was a "confirmed atheist"

before Obama was born, but in fact less than 1% of Kenyans are atheists, agnostics or non-religious.[27] There is

apparently no evidence of any Christian activities or local church participation by Obama while he was in

Massachusetts from 1988 to 1991. Finally, Obama abruptly left his church in Chicago in 2008 when it became

politically controversial, without first finding another church to join.

Obama claimed to have visited 57 states while campaigning for president of the United States, which of course

has only 50 states.[28] He could never explain where the false number of 57 came from, but it has been observed

that there are 57 Islamic states and Obama was educated at an Islamic grade school while he lived in an Islamic

country.[29]
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Obama and Elitism

Asked to explain why working-class Democrats do not support him while campaigning for the Pennsylvania

primary, Obama replied "it's not surprising, then, they get bitter, they cling to guns or religion or antipathy to

people who aren't like them or anti-immigrant sentiment or anti-trade sentiment as a way to explain their

frustrations."[30] In response to outrage when his remarks were unexpectedly publicized, Obama replied, I

"didn't say it as well as I should have."[31]

To counter the view by many that Obama is an elitist, he began running campaign ads claiming that he "worked

his way through college and Harvard Law." This claim was an exaggeration as Obama only held summer jobs

while in college and law school[32], and he would have likely benefited from special scholarships not available

to most students.

Obama almost always reads from prepared text on a teleprompter and rarely allows tough questions.[33][34]

Indeed, when unable to read from prepared text he often fails at articulating his positions and is caught tripping

over his own feet.[35] His most recent debate performances illustrate that he may have been extensively

coached over the course of 2008, although he still repeatedly fumbles at moments where he moves off his

memorized remarks.

Insights

Obama displayed ignorance about American history when he said, "Throughout our history, America's

confronted constantly evolving danger, from the oppression of an empire, to the lawlessness of the frontier,

from the bomb that fell on Pearl Harbor, to the threat of nuclear annihilation."[36]

Obama has described himself as a constitutional law professor at the University of Chicago; in fact, he held the

position of "Senior Lecturer."[37][38] [39][40] For most of his time there he was regarded by the university as a

professor.[41]

In his 1995 memoir, Dreams from My Father, Obama admitted using illegal drugs, including cocaine and

marijuana, which he referred to as "blow" and "pot" respectively, in his high school years and into his college
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years, before claiming to choose a different path in life.[42][43]

Obama wore an American flag lapel pin after 9/11, but later stopped wearing it without adequate

explanation.[44] Presumably it would have hurt him with anti-military campaign donors.[45] Recently, he has

begun wearing one again for reasons that are likely political pandering.

In his memoirs, Obama claimed a Life magazine article about a man who had become ill after trying to lighten

his skin color by chemical means had a major impact on him. In fact, Life never published any such article.
[46][47]

Obama said that "[t]here was something stirring across the country because of what happened in Selma,

Alabama, because some folks are willing to march across a bridge. So they got together and Barack Obama Jr.

was born." In fact, Obama was born in 1961 and the Selma march took place in 1965.[48]

Obama states that he has consistently opposed the Iraq War since 2002, a claim and position that former

President Bill Clinton criticized as "the biggest fairy tale I've ever seen."[49] In his famous 2002 speech[50] at an

anti-war rally, Obama said that he was against "dumb wars" and expressed some reservations about the Iraq

War because he disagrees with the ideological agendas of the Bush administration, but he did not explicitly

oppose the war. In his 2004 Democrat Convention speech, Obama said that he did not know how he would have

voted on the Iraq War.

Obama's campaign "is proud to be actively participating in over 60 local and state wide homosexual Pride events

over the summer."[51]

Obama and Socialism

Obama has espoused the socialist idea of "spreading the wealth" in other words raising the tax rates on business

and the wealthy to a burdensome level in order to redistribute their income to low income individuals, many of

whom don't currently pay taxes. The slogan "From each according to their ability to each according to their

need" is an idea originally proposed by Karl Marx. In addition, his health care plan forces employers to purchase

health care or pay a fine and will force many into a poorly run single payer system. The socialization of health

care will force taxpayers to pay for healthcare for those who refuse to purchase it themselves. He favors closer

ties with Cuba, China, and Venezuela, all communist regimes.

Statements

Obama has been noted by several independent sources as misquoting historical events and statements by famous

persons. A notable example came after Obama's win in the North Carolina democratic primary. Obama was

quoted as saying, "I trust the American people to understand that it is not weakness, but wisdom to talk not just

to our friends, but to our enemies as Roosevelt did, and Kennedy did, and Truman did." (Franklin Delano)

Roosevelt spoke with none of the Axis or Japanese leaders and the the only communication that was sent to

them was unconditional surrender. (President) Harry Truman took over for FDR and continued his

unconditional surrender philosophy as well as ending World War II with an atomic bomb.[52]

Early life and education

Barack Hussein Obama II was allegedly born in Honolulu, Hawaii to Barack Sr. and Ann Dunham in 1961. In
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1967, he moved with his mother and new stepfather to Jakarta, Indonesia. He attended a Catholic elementary

school for two years, followed by an Indonesian public school for two years. Media scrutiny in the light of

Obama's campaign for President revealed that the Indonesia public school was not a madrassa, teaching Islam.

His days off of school in observance of Islamic holidays were spent praying in a Mosque with his stepfather. [53]

After Indonesia, he returned to the United States with his mother where he attended the Punahou School, the

leading private preparatory school in Hawaii, until he graduated in 1979.

For college, Obama initially attended Occidental College in Los Angeles, California, before transferring to

Columbia University in New York, New York and graduating without honors with a Bachelor of Arts degree,

majoring in political science. Obama refuses to describe his academic performance at Columbia despite

commenting about New York during this period and despite disclosures of the academic record for all other

major-party presidential candidates since at least 2000.[54]

After working as a community organizer in New York City and Chicago, Illinois, Obama enrolled at Harvard

Law School. He became a member of the Harvard Law Review, which uses racial quotas, in 1989. He was then

elected by popular vote as its first African American president in 1990, a story that was immediately promoted

in the New York Times.[55] He graduated magna cum laude with his J.D. in 1991, but did not serve in a

clerkship. Federal clerkships are the typical post-graduate position for top law students.

Obama has described himself as a constitutional law professor at the University of Chicago.[56] He held the

position of Lecturer, an adjunct position, from 1992 to 1996.[57] He held the position of Senior Lecturer from

1996 until his election to the senate in 2004.[58] Dan Ronayne, a spokesman for the Republican National

Committee, has pointed that Obama was only a senior lecturer and not a full professor. [59]The University states

that Senior Lecturers are regarded as professors, although not full-time or tenure track.[60]

Legal career

Following law school, Obama continued his work as a community organizer in Chicago as the director of Illinois

Project Vote. In 1993 he was hired as an associate at the Chicago law firm Miner, Barnhill & Galland, P.C., and

began lecturing in Constitutional Law at the University of Chicago Law School. He remains on the faculty on

leave of absence through today. During this time he wrote his first book, Dreams from My Father, detailing his

background, his youth, and his education. Dreams was published in 1995.

Senate career

Obama was elected to the Illinois State Senate for the first time in 1996 and served there for the next eight

years. Following a failed campaign for the House of Representatives, Obama ran for the open Senate seat from

Illinois in 2004. Obama delivered the keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention. He won a

seat in the U.S. Senate after liberals obtained the release of confidential and personally embarrassing divorce

records of his opponent, Jack Ryan, forcing him to resign from the race and be replaced by the out-of-state

candidate Alan Keyes.

A March 16th, 2005 AP article puts Senator Obama on record to ban oil drilling in the Alaska frontier known as

ANWR [61]

His 2007 voting record in the U.S. Senate makes him as its most liberal member. Among fellow Senate

Democrats, he was further left than liberals like Ted Kennedy, John Kerry, Dianne Feinstein, Charles Schumer,
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Russ Feingold, Carl Levin, Joseph Biden and Harry Reid.[62] He has grown steadily more liberal since arriving

at the Senate: the same analysis assessed him as 10th most liberal in 2006[63] and 16th most liberal in 2005.[64]

In late 2006, Obama's second book, The Audacity of Hope, was published. Its title was supplied by the Rev.

Jeremiah A. Wright Jr., a minister who has stated that "racism is how this country was founded and how this

country was run .... We believe in white supremacy and black inferiority and believe it more than we believe in

God."[65] The book contains more of Senator Obama's personal story including the roles of both family and

politics. Audacity spent 30 weeks on the New York Times Nonfiction Best Sellers list.[66]

Senator Obama is the chairman of an important subcommittee that has oversight of our efforts in Afghanistan.

He has not held a single hearing on Afghanistan even though American forces are risking their lives in a theatre

of war. Since joining Foreign Relations, Obama has missed three meetings on a "new strategy" in Afghanistan, a

country he only visited in 2008.[67] Barack Obama clinched his party's nomination for President after 16 straight

months of campaigning.

In June 2008, Obama voted with the Democratic party to kill the sunset provision of the Bush tax cuts. By

letting these tax cuts expire, single mothers with two kids will pay an additional $1,800 annually. Married

couples with incomes of $50,000 will pay an additional $2,180 annually. Elderly couples will pay an additional

$2,000 annually and a family of four will pay 191% more per year in taxes. Barack Obama often claims to be

for taxing the rich their fair share. By voting to eliminate the Bush tax cuts, Obama is taxing most middle class

and blue collar families.

Obama and the Democratic-led Congress has voted for the upgraded GI Bill despite the opposition from the

President, the Secretary of Defense, the Pentagon, the generals in combat zones and the GOP Presidential

nominee. It was crafted to increase veteran benefits. Yet, the strain on our military is great.[68] The bill would

cost $2.8 to $4 billion per month. Some argue that this bill depletes the US's volunteer military personnel by

enticing them to leave service rather than be re-deployed.

As senator, Obama has requested nearly $936 million in earmarks which averages to $500,000. per day over

four years, [69] for which the Council for Citizens Against Government Waste has given him a rating of 10% in

2007 (18% lifetime).[70] A score of 100% represents voting against all pork, and 0% represents voting for all

pork. Democrats averaged 5% in 2007, whereas Republicans averaged 60%. [71]

According to a Fox News report on October 5th, Obama has taken more than $126,000. in campaign

contribution from Fannie Mae in a little over three years. This ranks him second, only Chris Dodd has received

more campaign contribution dollars from Fannie Mae.

Bills co-sponsored

Obama's principal legislation was S. 2433, which was an attempt to force the U.S. to increase its foreign aid by

hundreds of billions of dollars under the guise of reducing global poverty, which was subsequently blocked by

conservatives.[72]

Obama did support and co-sponsor a bill championed by Tom Coburn and known as the Coburn-Obama

Government Transparency Act of 2006, which was signed into law by President George W. Bush on Sept. 9,

2006. This law created a website that will list the federal government's grants and contracts.[73]

Between Jan 13, 2007 and March 13, 2008, Sen. Obama has sponsored 120 mostly liberal resolutions and bills in
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Senator Barack Obama

the Senate.[74] His supporters cite the following less liberal examples, but this list is not representative:[Citation

Needed]

S.117 : A bill to amend titles 10 and 38, United States Code, to improve benefits and services for members

of the Armed Forces, veterans of the Global War on Terrorism, and other veterans, to require reports on
the effects of the Global War on Terrorism, and for other purposes.

S.133 : A bill to promote the national security and stability of the economy of the United States by

reducing the dependence of the United States on oil through the use of alternative fuels and new
technology, and for other purposes.

S.453 : A bill to prohibit deceptive practices in Federal elections.

S.713 : A bill to ensure dignity in care for members of the Armed Forces recovering from injuries.

Accomplishments while serving on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

In February 2008, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved Obama's proposal on a new strategy to

reduce poverty throughout the world.

Obama worked with Sen. Lugar writing legislation aimed at improving conventional and nuclear

non-proliferation efforts. This legislation was signed by President Bush in January 2008.

In June 2007 the Senate passed his resolution condemning violence by the Zimbabwe government. It also passed

legislation co-sponsored by Obama that financed a Special Court for Sierra Leone to prosecute former Liberian

President Charles Taylor. [75]

Barack Obama continued to collect money for a 2010 Senate re-election campaign as late as June 2008, and has

filed reports recently indicating that money is still pouring into this fund. This is especially notable because it is

an efficient way of sidetracking donations from his Presidential race. The website<obamasenate2010.gov> is

now defunct.

Presidential campaign

Senator Obama began his candidacy for President of the United States on

February 10, 2007, in Springfield, Illinois. His announcement speech largely

avoided specific campaign issues and focused on his general political message

of hope for the future. It also attempted to strongly invoke the memory of

Abraham Lincoln and his "House Divided" speech.[76]

Obama's campaign has been financed largely by leftist donors opposed to the

war and to the American military in general. Obama has encouraged this by

refusing to wear the customary flag on his lapel during appearances (asserting

that he would prefer his patriotism to be represented through his actions rather

than an arbitrary symbol) and by other less-than-patriotic gestures and

symbols, such as declining to put his hand over his heart during a patriotic

recitation. In an appearance on May 16 where he addressed President Bush's

statements that some politicians would prefer appeasing terrorists through

negotiations, Senator Obama once again wore the flag pin as he did following

9-11.
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By early April 2007, his campaign generated over $25 million from over 100,000 contributors. $23.5 million of

that money will be available for the Democratic Primary.[77] After the first Democratic presidential debate in

Columbia, South Carolina, Obama's image as an "articulate" spokesman came into question after his failure to

state right away that he would retaliate in case of further terrorist strikes against the United States.[78][79]

Obama claimed to have visited 57 states while campaigning for president of the United States, which of course

has only 50 states. From his remarks, he states that he has "one more to go" and stated he couldn't visit Hawaii

and Alaska, indicating he meant to say, "forty-seven states".

During a fund raising event in Virginia in May 2007 Obama told donors,

“
This week there was a tragedy in Kansas. Ten thousand people died. An entire town

destroyed.[80] ”

In reality, the tornado which touched down in Kansas cost the lives of nine people in the town of Greensburg,

and twelve overall in Kansas.

By August it appeared Obama was running to be left off the ticket completely rather than the much ballyhooed

Hillary/Obama ticket the mainstream media was pushing. After a series of ill-advised foreign policy statements,

Obama was openly criticized as a lightweight even by liberals, in much the same vein as John Edwards and Dan

Quayle had been depicted. First, Obama said he would have face-to-face meetings with two of Florida's most

feared enemies, Fidel Castro and Hugo Chavez. Florida is a key state to any presidential ambitions. Then Obama

claimed that he would be willing to invade the sovereign territory of a U.S. ally without prior consultation.

Finally, Obama broke the cardinal rule of declaring he would not use nuclear weapons, removing the element of

bluff U.S. Presidents had vitally depended upon throughout the Cold War era. The incidents all added up to a

picture of a candidate ill-prepared and ill-advised, lacking in a basic understanding of the office of the

presidency, and failing to surround himself with appointees able to make up for his deficiencies. However,

Obama won the Iowa Democratic caucuses, pushing Hillary Clinton into third place, and went on to become the

unofficial Democratic nominee.

At a campaign event in Elkhart, Indiana, a seven-year-old girl asked Barack Obama why he wants to be

President. He replies, "America is …, uh, is no longer, uh … what it could be, what it once was. And I say

to myself, I don’t want that future for my children." [81]

Obama became the presumptive Democratic nominee on June 3rd after receiving a majority of pledged

delegates and superdelegates. His only remaining primary opponent, Hillary Clinton, conceded the race on June

7th. On August 23, Joe Biden was announced as Obama's vice-presidential nominee. Obama became the official

Democratic nominee on August 27 at the Democratic National Convention, when Hillary Clinton's motion to

end the roll call vote of the states and select Obama by acclamation was passed.

On June 5th, Obama spoke at Briston, Virginia- Healthcare Town Hall forum regarding Political Action

Committees and his campaign. "Well, we’re here today because we know that if we’re going to make real

progress, this time must be different. Throughout my career, in Illinois and the United States senate, I’ve worked

to reduce the power of the special interests by leading the fight for ethics reform. I’ve sent a strong signal in this

campaign by refusing the contributions of registered federal lobbyists and PACs. And today, I’m announcing

that going forward, the Democratic National Committee will uphold the same standard and won’t take another

dime from Washington lobbyists or special interest PACs. They do not fund my campaign. They will not fund

our party. And they will not drown out the voices of the American people when I’m President of the United

States."
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On June 6th, an AP article [82] presented the rules for lobbyist donations to the DNC and for the Presidential

nominee. Obama does accept money from lobbyists who do not do business with the federal government and he

also accepts money from spouses and family members of lobbyists. And the DNC ban is also not retroactive,

which means the DNC will keep lobbyist and PAC contributions it received earlier in the election cycle.

Retroactive period being the date Barack Obama started his campaign, February 10, 2007. The DNC possibly

the day after the November 2006 Congressional elections until June 5th, 2008. In addition, Barack Obama's ban

does not apply to the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee nor to the Democratic Senatorial

Campaign Committee. Unlike John McCain, Barack Obama has not disclosed the lobbyists working in his

campaign.

Senator Obama visited U.S. troops in Iraq in 2006[83] and in Afghanistan and Kuwait in 2008[84]

Obama's tax plan calls for increasing taxes on the wealthiest 1% of Americans, while cutting taxes for the

middle class. According to the non-partisan Tax Policy Center, most Americans would pay less taxes than under

Senator McCain's plan.[85] According to another non-partisan group, Americans for Tax Reform, tax-payers

would clearly be burdened by an Obama presidency.[86]

Campaign financing

Obama is the first presidential candidate to reject public financing. He broke his promise to accept it in the hope

that his powerful fund-raising machine would generate far more money than the $84.1 million McCain is getting

in public funding. Indeed, on August 14th, the Obama campaign announced it had received donations from 2

million individuals, setting new records. Obama raised $272 million for the primaries and expects to raise $300

million for the general election. However the Republican National Committee has been raising much more than

the Democratic National Committee and each candidate had about $100 million in cash on September 1. Each

expects to spend about $300 million by November. However, Obama is obliged to devote much of his time to

fund raising among supporters rather than campaigning among undecided voters.[87] Among his backers is

homosexual pornography baron Terrence Bean.

Secrecy

The Democratic party feels it necessary to keep all questions about Obama at a safe distance. It is an

unprecedented move to keep secrets about a Presidential candidate. The following questions remain sealed from

the public. [88]

Certified Copy of original Birth certificate(see certificate controversy below)1.

Columbia College records2.

Columbia Thesis paper3.
Campaign donor analysis requested by 7 major watchdog groups4.

Harvard College records5.

Illinois State Senate records6.
Illinois State Senate schedule7.

Law practice client list and billing records/summary8.

Locations and names of all half-siblings and step-mothers9.
Medical records (only the one page summary released so far)10.

Occidental College records11.

Parent's Marriage Certificate12.
Record of baptism13.

Selective Service Registration14.
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Trips schedules for trips outside of the United States before 200715.
Scholarly articles16.

Access to his Grandmother17.

List of all campaign workers that are lobbyists18.

Obama keeps donations secret by exploiting a loophole that allows campaigns to refuse to divulge donations

under $200.00. This is useful to the candidate because many of his contributions are from dubious foreign or

illegal sources. It is described as the "largest pool of unidentified money that has ever flooded into the U.S.

election system, before or after the McCain-Feingold campaign finance reforms of 2002." [89]

Tone

Many observers have criticized Obama's campaign for its incivility. For instance, John McCain's wife Cindy

noted that Obama is running "the dirtiest campaign in American history."

Obama's smears usually fall into two categories: race-baiting and distortions. On October 10, 2008, Obama

surrogate Rep. John Lewis (D-GA) typified the campaign by comparing Sen. McCain to racial segregationists

and Klansmen. "Sen. McCain and Gov. Palin are sowing the seeds of hatred and division," Lewis exclaimed

before comparing Sen. McCain to segregationist Democrat George Wallace, further noting that he, "...never

fired a gun, but he created the climate and the conditions that encouraged [the attacks in which] four little girls

were killed on Sunday morning when a church was bombed in Birmingham, Alabama." [90] This is particularly

harsh to Sen. McCain because he fondly admires Lewis. [91]

As for the distortions and personal attacks, Obama mocks Sen. McCain's for his age and Gov. Palin for being a

woman and outsider. For instance, Obama responded with a subtle reference to Alzheimer's disease when Sen.

McCain criticized his foreign policy in May 2008, alleging that Sen. McCain "lost his bearings" [92]. Senior

Adviser Mark Salter noted, "He used the words 'losing his bearings' intentionally, a not particularly clever way

of raising John McCain's age as an issue. This is typical of the Obama style of campaigning." [93]. In reference to

Gov. Palin, Obama was caught for his quiet hiring of Winner & Associates to disseminate a sexist smear video

against her. [94] Some argue this is a FEC violation because it lacked obligatory label denoting it was sponsored

by the Obama Campaign. [95] One of the biggest distortions by Obama is that 95% of all taxpayers will get a tax

cut. [96] Without the distortion, Obama is proposing income re-distribution because those families that pay no

taxes, one-third, will get money from the wealthy top 5%.

Another feature of the Obama campaign is the unruly audience. CNN reported in October of 2008 [97], that

people are calling John McCain a terrorist at these events. According to Sen. McCain, "I've heard the [label

terrorist], unfortunately, at Senator Obama's rallies being said about me. There's always a fringe element." Other

eyewitness reports are harsher [98].

Positions and Qualifications

Obama is pro-abortion. The leading abortion providers and PAC supporters have wholeheartedly endorsed

Barack Obama. The National Abortion Rights Action League NARAL has given Barack a 100% rating for his

efforts in Congress 2005, 2006 and 2007 [99]. EMILY's List, a political action committee that funds female

candidates who support abortion rights backs Barack Obama[100] The nation's largest abortion business, Planned

Parenthood has begun the process necessary to endorse pro-abortion presidential candidate Barack Obama.
[101]The board of directors of the pro-abortion group's political operation met on Friday June 6, 2008 and
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Weather Underground

co-founder Bill Ayers
[105]

stomps on the American flag
in this 2001 pose for Chicago

Magazine.

unanimously voted to recommend an endorsement for Obama. Obama has steadfastly advocated support for

partial birth abortion as an Illinois legislator. Barack's wife, Michelle Obama, wrote a fundraising letter[102] in

support of partial birth abortion and against the proposed ban. Barack voted against the Born Alive Infant

Protection Act to give a child who survived an abortion procedure life support healthcare. Obama wanted the

life terminated even if he or she survived outside the mother's womb.[103] With Obama no longer in the state

Senate, the Born Alive legislation passed in 2005.

In the context of sex, he quipped about his daughters, [104]

"If they make a mistake, I don't want them punished with a baby."

Obama makes it clear if his daughters had an unplanned pregnancy, he would support terminating the life of his

grandchild and it is undeniable that Michelle Obama agrees with that decision.

Obama, having been asked about his associations with William Ayers, an

unrepentant terrorist,[106] he explained that the views of his associates are not

necessarily his own. Ayers and his wife, Bernardine Dohrn, hosted a fundraiser

for Obama in their home in 1995 at the start of Obama's political career. Obama

compares his friendship with Ayers whose actions led to the loss of a life to his

friendship with pro-life doctor and representative Tom Coburn[107] Obama

explained that his friendship with Ayers, shouldn't be construed as implying he

endorsed the terrorist-like tactics Ayers used to drive home his political point.

Barack Obama brought up the pro-life colleague to make the dubious

comparison that he's friends with other people who take "extreme" positions or

would use terrorist tactics. "The fact is, is that I'm also friendly with Tom

Coburn, one of the most conservative Republicans in the United States Senate,

who during his campaign once said that it might be appropriate to apply the

death penalty to those who carried out abortions"

Obama has no military or executive experience and little foreign policy

experience.[108] Yet he is the favorite of the leftist attack site "MoveOn.org" for the Democratic nomination for

President of the United States in the 2008 election,[109] campaigning to the left of Hillary Clinton.[110]

He has no clear personal achievement that cannot be explained as the likely result of affirmative action. Some

examples border on the absurd: Obama has no background in physics, yet it is claimed that "Obama analyzed

and integrated Einstein's theory of relativity, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, as well as the concept of

curved space as an alternative to gravity, for a Law Review article that Tribe, for whom Obama worked as a

research assistant, wrote titled, 'The Curvature of Constitutional Space'." [111] Obama's "research" for

Constitutional Law Professor Tribe on this article also raises issues about preferences, as Obama had not yet

even completed any law school courses[112] on the Constitution.[113]

Throughout his career, Obama repeatedly ducked controversial stands in a transparent attempt to make it easier

to be elected to higher office. In example, as a state senator in Illinois, he voted "present" rather than "aye" or

"nay" nearly an astounding 130 times.[114] During that same period, he was planning to run for the House of

Representatives, which was unsuccessful, and then for U.S. Senate, which was successful after his opponent

Jack Ryan, a millionaire school teacher, was smeared with a court-ordered disclosure of confidential divorce

records that both he and his ex-wife wanted to remain sealed. A newspaper that favored Obama took the

unusual step of suing to force the confidential divorce information to become public, and a California judge
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opened the records at a pivotal time in the campaign.[115][116][117]

Barack Obama is often praised for his speeches, except when he is not able to read them from a teleprompter.

"Shorn of his Teleprompter, we saw a different Obama. His delivery was halting and unsure. ... The prepared

text for his remarks, as released on his website, sounded a lot like a typical Obama speech. ... [But with] no

Teleprompter signaling the prepared text, Obama failed to deliver the speech in his characteristically flawless

fashion."[34] The New York Times noted that "Mr. Obama excels at inspirational speeches read from a

teleprompter before television cameras, critics have noted, but many of his other speeches on the campaign trail

have failed to electrify."[118] When Obama ridiculed Hillary Clinton for being like Annie Oakley, it is apparent

that he was not writing his own speeches.[119]

Obama often makes reference to his "two decades of experience" in public service work. During most of that

time he claims experience, he was either going to school, working for a law firm, writing a book, or organizing

community events.

Political views

Obama's political views have been subjected to controversy even before he put himself forward as a presidential

candidate. Former House majority leader Tom DeLay has described Obama's record in the Illinois Senate as that

of a “Marxist leftist".[120] In May 2007, Obama (and Sen. Hillary Clinton) voted against funding the Iraq War

for the first time.[121][122]

Obama's views on gun control is focused on an opinion article in the Wall Street Journal:[123]

As a state senate candidate in 1996, Mr. Obama endorsed a complete ban on all handguns in a

questionnaire. The Obama campaign has claimed he "never saw or approved the questionnaire," and that

an aide filled it out incorrectly. But a few weeks ago, Politico.com found an amended version of the
questionnaire. It included material added in Mr. Obama's handwriting.

After D.C. v. Heller, Obama claimed to support Second Amendment rights.

Obama has said, "Doing the Lord's work is a thread that runs through our politics since the very beginning," and

"it puts the lie to the notion that separation of church and state in America means somehow that faith should

have no role in public life."[124]

He believes children should be taught sex education in kindergarten, although in what he refers to as "an

age-appropriate manner".[125]

Obama spoke at the May 1, 2006, illegal immigration march in Chicago.[126]

We are hungry for change! S.C. January 26, 2008.

Barack Obama, in his short stint as Senator of Illinois, has made clear his opposition to the U.S. Military in

policy and in rhetoric. Obama has spent much energy to argue that the Iraq War should have never been waged

and that we should not be there at all, in any way. In 2002, as an unknown Chicago representative to the state of

Illinois, he declared his opposition to "dumb wars". At the time, America was united in the stance against

terrorism and the prospects of a rogue enemy with WMD worried the United States. Obama, has said that he

does not know whether he would have voted for or against the Iraq War. Since elected to Congress, he voted
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against the Emergency War Supplemental. Obama did not oppose his party debating the bill long past the

timeframe requested. This action directly affects troop deployment in combat zones. Obama has repeatedly

called for the return of troops in Iraq. Barack Obama has a no confidence vote for the 'Surge' before the

measure was put forth by General Petraeus to Congress. Obama would not denounce MoveOn.org's slander NY

Times advertising against the General.

Senator Obama often refers to the office that he seeks, without the proper respect of those that came before

him. When talking of the President, he frequently refuses to call him President George Bush or even Mr. George

Bush. Obama has also disrespectfully called him 'George Bush'. Oddly, when Bill Clinton spoke with Obama on

September 11th, 2008 predicting he would win handily, Obama responded, "There you go, you can take it from

the president of the United States."[127] It appears Obama will use the term for a former President, but will not

do the same for the actual President. Examples of Obama's treatment of our current President:

"I am happy to have a debate with John McCain and George Bush about foreign policy," Obama said [128]

"For all his talk about independence, the centerpiece of John McCain's economic plan amounts to a

full-throated endorsement of George Bush's policies," [129]

"George Bush knows that I have never supported engagement with terrorists." [130]

Obama called the U.S. economy a disaster thanks to "John McCain's president, George W. Bush" [131]

Side note, George W. Bush is also Barack Obama's President.

Foreign policy experience

In his presidential campaign, Obama bragged[132] that "foreign policy is the area where I am probably most

confident" and then cited "having lived in Indonesia for four years, having family that is impoverished in small

villages in Africa". He lived in Indonesia from age 6 to 10, and he later discovered that his father had some other

kids in Africa.

While campaigning, he has visited several foreign countries. In Russia and the former Soviet republics, he met

with representatives of the International Republican Institute and National Democratic Institute to discuss

democracy in the former Soviet republics. He also met with Russian military officials and visited several nuclear

and biological weapons destruction sites in Russia, Ukraine, and Azerbaijan with Senate Foreign Relations

Committee Chairman Richard Lugar (R-IN). On the same tour, he visited London, UK, and met with Tony

Blair, sitting UK Prime Minister.[133]

Obama visited South Africa, Kenya, Ethiopia, Djibouti, and Chad; he discussed his tour of Robben Island

prison, met with U.S. troops, and visited refugee camps of the people fleeing Darfur. He also addressed Africa's

growing AIDS epidemic. [134]

During a ten-day-long tour of the Middle East, he talked with government leaders in Qatar, Kuwait, Iraq,

Jordan, and Israel. [135]

Religious affiliations

Obama and his wife (reared a Baptist) have been active members since 1988 at the Trinity United Church of

Christ[136] in Chicago. The church embraces black liberation theology and its emphasis on empowering

oppressed groups against establishment forces. This denomination was the first in America to ordain gays,

women and blacks as ministers.[137] According to his sister, Obama was baptized at this church the same
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Barack Obama and Jeremiah
Wright.

year.[138] Obama describes his conversion in The Audacity of Hope. The title of this book is taken from one of

Pastor Wright's sermons.

In April 2008, Obama disavowed Pastor Wright's views. In May 2008, Obama left his church. His response

blames the media and not the rhetoric on display [139]

“It’s not fair to the other members of the church who seek to worship in peace..."

Wright had been making inflammatory comments and posting his sermons online for sale. These include the
statements "G-d damn America" and describing the September 11th attacks, he said "We have supported state

terrorism against the Palestinians and black South Africans, and now we are indignant because the stuff we have

done overseas is now brought right back to our own front yards. America's chickens are coming home to

roost."[140] In addition, Rev. Wright blamed America saying "We supported Zionism shamelessly while ignoring

the Palestinians and branding anybody who spoke out against it as being anti-Semitic."

Daniel Pipes claims that Obama was raised a Muslim because he attended

classes on the Koran while attending a Muslim school.[141] Obama did attend a

school administrated by Muslims but CNN reports that it was a non-religious

public school attended by students of many faiths, not a madrassa.[142]

In Indonesia, I'd spent 2 years at a Muslim school, 2 years at a Catholic

school. In the Muslim school, the teacher wrote to tell mother I made
faces during Koranic studies. In the Catholic school, when it came time

to pray, I'd pretend to close my eyes, then peek around the room.

Nothing happened. No angels descended. Just a parched old nun and 30
brown children, muttering words. Sometimes the nun would catch me,

and her stern look would force my lids back shut. But that didn't change

how I felt inside."

[143]

Obama has described his upbringing as occurring in a non-religious

environment.

In sum, my mother viewed religion through the eyes of the anthropologist that she would become;

it was a phenomenon to be treated with a suitable respect, but with a suitable detachment as well.

Moreover, as a child I rarely came in contact with those who might offer a substantially different
view of faith. My father was almost entirely absent from my childhood, having been divorced

from my mother when I was 2 years old; in any event, although my father had been raised a

Muslim, by the time he met my mother he was a confirmed atheist, thinking religion to be so much
superstition. And yet for all her professed secularism, my mother was in many ways the most

spiritually awakened person that I've ever known. She had an unswerving instinct for kindness,

charity, and love, and spent much of her life acting on that instinct, sometimes to her detriment.
Without the help of religious texts or outside authorities, she worked mightily to instill in me the

values that many Americans learn in Sunday school: honesty, empathy, discipline, delayed

gratification, and hard work. She raged at poverty and injustice.
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[144]

Books

Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance. (B. Obama and, allegedly, William Ayers)

ISBN 0307383415

The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream. (B. Obama) ISBN 0307455874
Barack Obama in His Own Words. (B. Obama and Lisa Rogak) ISBN 0786720573

Change We Can Believe In. Barack Obama's Plan to Renew America's Promise. (B. Obama)

The Case Against Barack Obama. The Unlikely Rise and Unexamined Agenda of the Media's Favorite

Candidate. (David Freddso) ISBN 1596985666

The Obama Nation. Leftist Politics and the Cult of Personality. (Jerome R. Corsi) ISBN 1416598065

Obama Unmasked. Did Slick Hollywood Handlers Create the Perfect Candidate? (Floyd Brown and Lee
Trexler) ISBN 0936783591

Obama: The Man Behind The Mask. (Andy Martin) ISBN 0965781240

The Audacity of Deceit. Barack Obama's War on American Values. (Brad O'Leary) ISBN 1935071025

Published criticism

On April 11, 2007, staff writers of The Boston Globe reported the criticisms of several black commentators

regarding Obama's apparent hesitation to join the race to condemn acclaimed radio personality Don Imus,[145]

who made a racially insensitive remark[146] on the air during the April 4 broadcast. Obama did not comment on

Imus's remarks until well after prominent civil rights leaders Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson had called Imus to

account and after Imus was suspended by MSNBC and CBS Radio. Obama later weighed in on April 10 by

saying, "The comments of Don Imus were divisive, hurtful, and offensive to Americans of all backgrounds."

The Globe reported that Obama's perceived delay in addressing Don Imus's remarks was described by Melissa

Harris Lacewell, a professor of politics and African-American studies at Princeton University, as "miss[ing] an

opportunity to prove himself to blacks and white liberals who would have wanted Obama take the lead in

denouncing Imus."[147][148]

In June 2007 the Chicago Sun-Times reported Obama had actually received nearly three times more campaign

cash from indicted slum landlord Tony Rezko[149] and his associates than Obama has publicly

acknowledged.[150]

Executive vice president Wayne LaPierre of the NRA accuses Barack Obama of "mouthing pro-Second

amendment words and pandering to gun owners" on the campaign trail.[151]

McCain Aide Says Obama Has Sept. 10 Mind-Set "an extremely dangerous and extremely naive approach

toward terrorism" [152]

Birth Certificate Controversy

There has been some controversy over the authenticity of Obama's birth certificate and his Constitutional

eligibility to hold the office of President.[153] After initially refusing to produce a birth certificate in response to

such rumors, the Obama campaign eventually endorsed a document posted on the Daily Kos as authentic.[154]

The response is split regarding the birth certificate. Some commentators, such as those at the National Review,
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are satisfied with the document.[155] However, an analyst at the Israel Insider website, has concluded based on a

photographic analysis of the document that the birth certificate has been altered and is likely not Obama's true

birth certificate.[156]

On August 21st, 2008, Factcheck.org published an article regarding the controversy.[157] The site stated,

"FactCheck.org staffers have now seen, touched, examined and photographed the original birth certificate. We

conclude that it meets all of the requirements from the State Department for proving U.S. citizenship." In

addition, the site posted high-resolution photographs of the birth certificate, which clearly showed the raised

seal, stamp of Hawaii state registrar Alvin T. Onaka, and certificate number. The birth date corresponds to a

birth announcement published in the Honolulu Advertiser on Sunday, August 13, 1961. [158]

A Philadelphia attorney, Phillip Berg, has filed a lawsuit against the DNC and Barack Obama. Berg maintains

that Sen. Obama is not a natural born U.S. citizen or that, if he ever was, he lost his citizenship when he was

adopted in Indonesia. Berg also cites what he calls "dual loyalties" due to his citizenship and ties with Kenya

and Indonesia. Even if Sen. Obama can prove his U.S. citizenship, Berg stated, citing the senator's use of a birth

certificate from the state of Hawaii verified as a forgery by three independent document forensic experts, the

issue of "multi-citizenship with responsibilities owed to and allegiance to other countries" remains on the table.
[159]

Obama website Fight The Smears has confirmed that Obama was once a Kenyan citizen until 1982. Attorney

Philips Berg's lawsuit is being challenged by the Obama Campaign. Instead of producing the original birth

certificate in court and put the matter to rest, they seek to have the lawsuit dismissed. [160]

See also

Articles about Barack Obama from previous "Breaking News"

Essay: The Special Interests Candidate
The_Honorable_James_David_Manning

Black_Liberation_Theology

Association_of_Community_Organizations_for_Reform_Now_(ACORN)
New Party

Further reading

Hitchens, Peter The Black Kennedy: But does anyone know the real Barack Obama?

(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/pages/live/articles/news/worldnews.html?in_article_id=511901&
in_page_id=1811) Daily Mail. Accessed 4 February 2008.

Sources

Official Senate Website (http://obama.senate.gov/about/)

Barack Obama Personal Financial Disclosures Summary: 2005 (http://www.opensecrets.org/pfds/pfd2005

/N00009638_2005.pdf) , retrieved from opensecrets.org 17 June 2007.
Biographical Directory of the United States Congress (http://bioguide.congress.gov/scripts

/biodisplay.pl?index=O000167)

University of Chicago Law School (http://www.law.uchicago.edu/faculty/obama/cv.html) Faculty Listing
Barack Obama Biography (http://www.biography.com/search/article.do?id=12782369) from

Biography.com
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New York Times Topics, Barack Obama (http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people
/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per)

Documentary on Barack Hussein Obama (http://youtube.com/watch?v=zUdjhKbImwE)

Voting Record of Barack Hussein Obama (http://www.votesmart.org/voting_category.php?can_id=9490)
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